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SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA –Digital West Networks Inc. (DWNI), the Central Coast’s premier data center has
added 2 key engineering positions to allow for continued growth.

Ron Brown joined the DWNI team in May as the Director of Engineering. In this new role, Brown will continue to
evolve the DWNI product portfolio in such areas as internet transit, dedicated servers, virtualization, and storage.
Brown will drive the expansion of DWNI’s infrastructure regionally and nationally. Digital West is currently in
escrow on an additional data center in SLO and this expansion will also fall under Brown’s leadership.

Prior to joining DWNI, Brown was at REC Solar (Mainstream Energy) where he and his IT team helped the company
achieve 150% growth year over year for 5 years. During the tech boom of the 90’s, Brown was the Network
Operations Manager for a Bakersfield data center that provided colocation and SaaS (Software as a Service).
Additional experience in mergers and acquisitions allowed him to consolidate and optimize software and hardware
platforms and business practices in many industries.

Walter Brown (no relation to Ron) also joined DWNI in May - bringing his Windows, VMWare, Juniper, and SAN
experience to the engineering team. In the past 10 years, Walter has optimized network infrastructure in a multi-data
center environment and implemented business intelligence solutions for some of the leading IT organizations in SLO
County. In the fall, Walter will be completing his BS in Information Systems Security/
Tim Williams, CEO of DWNI, said “Adding Ron and Walter allows the company to focus our engineering team on
our key competency of data center and server-related services while our Metro Fiber team expands our regional fiber
network throughout the county and to the Trans Pacific cable landing stations.”

For more information you can contact Digital West at 888.781.9378 or by email at info@digitalwest.net.
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